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This conversation is a good one to have with your A-Team 
when you want to understand the karmic reasons for 
certain situations in your life, why they are occurring and 
what you can learn from them. This conversation can be 
had to discuss trauma, relationships, and life purpose work.  



1. Light a candle and say an opening prayer to invite your A-Team to 
surround you. 

2. Sit with yourself in a comfortable place where you will use your cards 
to have a conversation with your Loved Ones in spirit to better 
understand the Whys to become wise. 

3. Select two decks of cards (oracle, angel or tarot) that can answer the 
theme of this reading. One deck should have images and one with words. 

4. Before you shuffle, hold each deck, one at a time, in your hands, and 
clear your mind. 

5. When you are ready to begin, decide on a shuffling method you will 
use to select your cards, any will do. You may choose to cut the deck 
and select from the middle, beginning or end, or have the card pop as 
you shuffle. 

6. For every round of questions, do not replace the cards you receive 
back into the deck.

The Rules for this Reading  
Past Lives and Present Lessons



Past Lives and Present Lessons
For this reading, we will ask 3 Questions and choose 6 cards.



-The Soul's Journey by James Van Praagh 
-Past Life by Doreen Virtue and Brian Weiss

You do not need a past life deck to work with this reading, 
any deck that speaks to themes in your life will do. 

The decks we choose to talk with are:  



QUESTION 1 
"What is the karmic situation playing out 

in my life right now?"

Shuffle and select two cards. These two cards will 
identify the karmic situation.



 Don't look at the 
cards. Instead, 

psychically read them.

Face down, hold the cards in 
one hand and with the other 

write down images, words and 
feelings you receive from the 

energy of the cards. 

The next slide will guide you in 
how to use your senses for a 

psychic reading.



AsK and write down what 
you receive: 

I see… 
I hear...  
I think... 
I feel... 
I smell... 
I taste...

Your Psychic 
Reading 



Before you combine your psychic reading,  
look at the two cards separately and together. Explain what you 

see, think, hear, feel, smell, and taste, and  
notice repeated colours, symbols, words, elements... 

In the left card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste ...   
In the right card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste …  

Both cards together, tell the story of…



Now, combine your psychic reading with the 
information in the cards. How do the images and 

words in the cards visually relate to the message you 
psychically received?  

Are you able to see and make a connection? 



Review Question 1 to make 
sure you are answering it:  

"What is the karmic situation 
playing out in my life right 

now?" 
--- 



Now move on to QUESTION 2: 
”Why did I choose to bring this situation into 

this lifetime?"
Shuffle and select two more cards, one from each deck. These two cards will 

identify the life lesson in this karmic situation.



Repeat the process:  

Hold these two 
cards in one hand 
face down, and 
psychically read 

the energy. 



Write down 
your Psychic 

Reading: 

I see… 
I hear...  
I think... 
I feel... 
I smell... 
I taste...



Before you combine your psychic reading,  
look at the two cards separately and together. Explain what you 

see, think, hear, feel, smell, and taste, and  
notice repeated colours, symbols, words, elements... 

In the left card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste ...   
In the right card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste …  

Both cards together, tell the story of…



Now, combine your psychic reading with the 
information in the cards. How do the images and 

words in the cards visually relate to the message you 
psychically received?  

Are you able to see and make a connection? 



Review Question 2 to make 
sure you answer it with the 

interpretation (storyline) you 
decoded:   

Q2. "Why did I choose this 
situation to bring into this 

lifetime?" 
---



Now move on to Question 3: 
"What is the next best step to take to complete 

the soul lesson?"
Shuffle and select two cards, one from each deck. These two cards 

will identify the guidance from your A-Team.



  
Hold the third 
selection of 
cards in one 

hand face down, 
and psychically 
read the energy. 



Write down 
your Psychic 

Reading: 
I see… 
I hear...  
I think... 
I feel... 
I smell... 
I taste...



Before you combine your psychic reading,  
look at the two cards separately and together. Explain what you 

see, think, hear, feel, smell, and taste, and  
notice repeated colours, symbols, words, elements... 

In the left card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste ...   
In the right card I see, think, hear, feel, smell, taste …  

Both cards together, tell the story of…



Now, combine your psychic reading with the 
information in the cards. How do the images and 

words in the cards visually relate to the message you 
psychically received?  

Are you able to see and make a connection? 



Review Question 3 to make 
sure you answer it with the 

guidance you decoded:   

Q3. "What is the next best step 
to take to complete the soul 

lesson?" 
---



And there you have it:  

A psychic reading with your 
A-Team about a karmic 
situation you brought into 
this lifetime to learn the 
life lesson, heal a soul 
wound, and move forward 
in your holistic growth.

If you enjoy this process and want to learn how to channel 
more guidance from your A-Team, we teach you how in our 
book Rainbow Medicine: Therapy with the A-Team and in 
our private classes available over the telephone and online.  

whitewolfacademy.co 
rainbowmedicine.co

http://whitewolfacademy.co
http://rainbowmedicine.co

